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This professional reference provides thorough coverage of digital signal processing techniques and

all essential theoryâ€”extensively supported by examples, but not dependent on calculus. Motivated

learners (even those several years out of school) will be able to master the major DSP methods

presented here with step-by-step explanations.   The book contains a variety of interesting and

in-depth DSP explorations to help establish the link between theory and practiceâ€”and give readers

a sense of how DSP is used, and an introduction to hardware and software for digital signal

processors.   For Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Electronics Technologists, Electronics

Engineering Technologists, Computer Engineering Technologists, and Researchers.
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I recently took my first DSP class and it was taught by none other than Joyce Van de Vegte herself

using this text. DSP has some fairly difficult concepts, but this text explains them very well.Joyce is

an excellent instructor, and I find the book is written in the exact same way that she explains them in

class. Concepts are explained only as technically as necessary. This makes the text much easier to

read and understand the first time around and most technical texts fail in this area.
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Good book, if you are into digital signal processing. I came in very handy for my class. Uses

MATLAB for its examples when coding to plot. However, it does not include any code to show you

how they were able to get the plot.

This text is very reader friendly. I have used this book in college and enjoyed it because of the fact

that it is very clear and provides many illustrative examples to clarify certain concepts. I do agree

with one reviewer in that its too bad it does not have solutions to the end of chapter problems, and

for that I give it 4 stars instead of 5.If you want to get a clear concept and understanding of DSP

without the complicated and exhaustive mathematics from other books, then purchase this one and

keep it in your personal library.

It is really a fantastic book for an UG student. I do not read the book as I depend on lectures to get

introduced to the material. However, the provided examples are intuitive, comprehensive and clear.

Most engineering books of mine are written by someone who speaks English as a third or fourth

language. This book is readable, understanable and worth the money.
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